
P.O. Box 64
Denali Park, Alaska 99755
April 7, 2005

Paul Anderson, Superintendent
Denali National Park and Preserve
P.O. Box 9
Denali National Park, Alaska 99755

Sent as a PDF file via e-mail

Re: Toklat wolves – request for corrective action

Dear Paul:

I appreciated the opportunity to discuss the latest information concerning the Toklat

wolves with assistant superintendent Phillip Hooge on April 5, in your absence. My most recent

observations are summarized in Appendix I.

As I explained in my March 27 and 30 updates, a key step if Toklat’s recent trapping-

caused social breakdown is to be undone is for the alpha male and young adult female with

whom he mated on March 9 to get back together with each other and the six other young in the

home territory, so that she can produce a litter at the established natal den on schedule in early-

mid May. She is the only female known to have mated this year and is most likely an estab-

lished member of the group.

The alpha male and young female are not likely to get back together in the home terri-

tory soon enough unless the National Park Service intervenes expeditiously with corrective ac-

tion, i.e., within days. I strongly recommend the live-capture/reintroduction effort described in

the March 27 and 30 updates, minus the accompanying prey carcass. Placing a carcass with

the reintroduced wolves would still be a good idea, but time is running out and a streamlined ef-

fort would be much better than none. The captures would amount to little more than two wolf

helicopter-dartings of the kind that are done routinely when wolves are radio-collared. The only

difference would be in transporting the two wolves back to their natal den or another appropriate

location within the home territory (e.g., near other group members or their fresh trail), where

they would recover from the immobilizing drugs together. The entire operation could be com-

pleted easily within a day.

The proximate objective would be to reunite the alpha male and his mate and “re-

attach” them to the home territory – which would also likely reunite them with the six other young

Toklat wolves (I observed these six on April 6 in the same valley as the natal den). The ultimate

reason for doing this would be to preserve and/or restore at least a semblance of the underlying

natural interplay of wolf-related events and changes that has prevailed for decades across this

large, central area of Denali National Park. Even if one of these two wolves were to die prior to
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the recommended action or if the male were to return on his own within the next few days, rein-

troducing the other would still improve the odds of achieving this objective.

Only about a month remains for the young adult female to enjoy better hunting success

(which hopefully the male will provide) for a better chance of a successful pregnancy and to be-

gin associating with the natal den in a normal manner. The male’s presence is also important

because he carries most of what is left of Toklat’s generations of accumulated learned informa-

tion about specific denning patterns, hunting areas, travel routes, and other traditions and as-

pects of behavior that would not likely be duplicated by recolonizing wolves.

Allowing this decades-long continuity to be terminated by the recent trapping impacts

would equate to accepting a highly unnatural manipulation of ecological relationships across a

large area of the park. It would also compromise Toklat’s longstanding, world-class scientific

value as a source of information about the characteristics of a successful vertebrate society, and

could easily result in diminished wolf-viewing opportunities for park visitors. There is still some

hope, however. Much of the damage might still be undone, if NPS acts quickly.

Dr. Hooge raised a number of NPS concerns about my recommendation. Refer to Ap-

pendix II for a summary and my responses. I don’t think the concerns are well founded.

NPS has taken a similarly negative position on the issue of protecting Denali wolves

for about the last 15 years. Various Alaska NPS officials have gone before the state Board of

Game, formally, on many occasions over this period, to largely oppose attempts to create an

adequate no-wolf-hunting-trapping buffer zone outside the northeast and east park boundaries.

NPS has done this despite the continuing major trapping and hunting impacts on park wolves in

these areas and despite a mandate in its own General Management Plan (for Denali) to seek

this protection from the state. As recently as March 2004, NPS submitted a formal written posi-

tion to the Board indicating that it was “neutral” on the buffer issue even though the Board was

considering reducing the existing buffer and ultimately did so. NPS also refused to go to the

Board in support of a February 2005 request for an emergency closure in the area where Toklat

wolves were being trapped.

It is time for a more constructive outlook, for NPS to look a little harder for the rationale

to - rather than not to - protect and now restore the wolf-related natural scheme of things at De-

nali. The above live-capture/reintroduction recommendation would be a good place to start, fol-

lowed by a formal request to the state for adequate protection outside the park boundaries.

Sincerely,

Gordon C. Haber, Ph.D.

Cc: NPS Alaska Regional Director, others
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Appendix I. Summary of latest Toklat wolf observations

The two key surviving wolves of the Toklat family – the alpha male and the young fe-

male with whom he mated on March 9 - were still widely separated from each other and the

home territory during my aerial observations of April 4. They were 65 miles apart and about 10

and 30 miles, respectively, from the home territory. I did not locate the male on my April 6 flight.

However the female was continuing to move away from the territory and the male’s last location.

From March 30 to April 4 she traveled 50 miles and from April 4 to April 6 an additional 12 miles;

as of late April 6 she was more than 40 miles from the home territory. These two wolves have

been separated from the home territory and each other since March 13 and 16, respectively. In

none of my observations of the young female since at least March 16 has she been present at

any kill or winter kill; I have not seen her eat anything.

My pilot and I were also able to track and observe the uncollared six young Toklat sur-

vivors - three blacks, three tans - on the April 6 flight. They were still together, apparently in

good condition, within the home territory in the same valley as the natal den. It is likely that all

six are yearlings, i.e., pups born in May 2004; all six of the 2004 pups – three blacks, three tans

– were still present and in good condition when the trapping began in February. However at this

age yearlings cannot be distinguished from two-year-olds (born in May 2003) with certainty, and

1-2 of the latter are still unaccounted for. The photos that I took of the six may be helpful in this

regard when they are processed. None of the six limped or showed any other indication of a

trap injury (a dog musher observed a wolf dragging a trap in this area of the park shortly after

the trapping losses began in February, but there were no subsequent observations). Of course

the six were still widely separated from the alpha male and young adult female.

Appendix II. Response to NPS concerns.

Assistant Denali superintendent Phillip Hooge expressed the following NPS concerns during our

April 5 phone conversation. My response follows each concern.

1. NPS is not convinced that the young female will not return to the Toklat territory on her own.

Alternatively, there may be some natural reason why she has not already returned (“Are you

trying to tell me she doesn’t know her way back on her own?).

Response

With at least 65 and 40 miles separating her from the male and the home territory, and

given that she was still moving away on April 4 and 6, the odds of her returning on her own are

low at best. They are even lower that she could return in time and in good enough condition to
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settle into the natal den in a normal way and produce surviving pups when they would be due in

early-mid May.

Per details in the March 27 and 30 updates, she became separated from the male in

the northeast park boundary trapping area probably after he was caught in a trap. She returned

from 14 miles westward apparently to try to find him but by then he was on his way southward,

11 miles away. She remained in the trapping area in all of my observations for two weeks,

mostly in one small area, acting like she was waiting for him to return. He seemed injured and

listless but eventually ended up 25 miles southward. When I last found him he was still near

that general area but she finally departed westward and is now more than 75 miles from his last

location. Most likely, she is dispersing after giving up on a lost mate, behavior that I have ob-

served previously in this group and others when a mate died.

But in this case dispersing can hardly be considered natural behavior. Wolves do not

normally mate and then split up unless something unusual happens, and here the evidence

points to a trapping-related cause. They do not normally split up before or during the mating

activities either. There was no evidence of any splitting – mating-related or otherwise - prior to

the first trapping loss (of the alpha female on February 11).

I don’t know if she knows her way back to the Toklat territory. Perhaps not, given her

young age. However, this is a largely irrelevant issue in view of the other serious obstacles to

her production of a successful Toklat litter without intervention. Even if she returned on her own

it would not likely be in time for her to restore her physical condition and successfully produce a

litter at the Toklat natal den.

2. NPS is not convinced that relocation would have a positive result – “Wolves don’t often re-

main where they are relocated.”

Response

“Relocation” might not be the best term for what I am recommending, which is why I

now refer to it as a reintroduction and continue to emphasize that its proximate purpose is to

reunite the mated pair and re-attach them to the home territory. This action is much more likely

to succeed because it would restore rather than break apart relationships and an established

geographic connection, by putting the wolves back together in their home territory. The reloca-

tions to which NPS is referring generally do the opposite: wolves are split-up and moved away

from their home territories, to unfamiliar areas that are sometimes already occupied by (hostile)

established groups of wolves. These relocations force wolves into largely unnatural situations;

predictably, the wolves don’t often remain where they are put.
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I cannot be certain that what I am recommending would have a “positive” result. But I

am confident it is much more likely to produce a positive result than would doing nothing under

the present circumstances. Given Toklat’s world-class scientific and viewing values and its eco-

logical importance in the natural scheme of things across a large, central area of Denali National

Park, the choice seems obvious.

3. Alpha and other key wolves die or are lost due to natural causes. In some years wolves –

including Toklat – do not produce any pups for natural reasons.

Response

We know or can be reasonably certain that the deaths of the two key Toklat females,

the subsequent separation of the alpha male and young female with whom he mated, and the

overall social breakdown of the group resulted from human causes. We know that Toklat was

cohesive before the alpha female’s trapping death on February 11. None of what happened af-

terward can be brushed off as only a chance departure from what might have happened natu-

rally. Trying in this manner to minimize the significance of what did happen and what might be

done about it is comparable to pointing out that a heart attack could have produced the results

facing a family that has just lost it’s father/husband to a drunk driver. It is a meaningless obser-

vation with much the same initial allure of a tautology.

I can document only one complete reproductive failure in the Toklat group since I be-

gan studying it in 1966. That was in 1997. A human cause cannot be eliminated (i.e., the sec-

ond-ranking male was snared outside the northeast park boundary in February, just prior to a

likely mating with the second-ranking female, with whom he had mated previously).

4. The law precludes NPS from doing any manipulation in a national park. What I am request-

ing would open the door to demands for enhancing fisheries, retrieving moose that leave the

park, and much else. Interfering with natural processes is allowed only for the purpose of rein-

troducing endangered species and a few other special circumstances.

Response

The manipulation is already a fact in this case. The natural processes have already

been interfered with. If the situation is left as is, ecological relationships will most likely continue

to change unnaturally across a large, central area of the park (i.e., the 600-700 sq. mile estab-

lished Toklat territory). What I am recommending would attempt to undo this (trapping-caused)

manipulation. It would amount to reintroducing what was there prior to the manipulation not only
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for ecological reasons but also because of the special circumstances relating to Toklat’s recog-

nized world-class scientific and visitor-viewing values.

It should not be difficult for NPS to draw a line between this recommendation and the

possible spin-off requests that Dr. Hooge mentioned. Enhancing a fishery clearly refers to add-

ing something that would not be there naturally. It is a stretch to imagine that anyone would

ever ask NPS to retrieve a wayward moose, but even if someone did, for example to prevent it

from being shot, there is still an easy distinction. The ultimate objective of my recommendation

is not to save wolves per se or just to ensure that wolves will be present in the park. It is to pre-

serve and/or restore as much as possible of the natural ecological relationships that were pre-

sent in the Toklat territory prior to the trapping impacts. A group of wolves that has long used a

large area of the park in specific ways has just suffered a trapping-caused social breakdown

that is unnaturally changing fundamental ecological and behavioral relationships across the

area. One or a few moose removed from the same area would not result in any comparable,

measurable impact. Even the park’s General Management Plan makes this point in emphasiz-

ing the disproportionately much greater potential for ecological consequences of human impacts

on Denali wolves because of their much lower levels of natural abundance (fewer than 100

wolves vs. about 2,000 moose, parkwide).

It is worth repeating some relevant comments from my March 27 update:

“It is important to remember that the objective of this intervention wouldn’t be simply to

help two wolves. It would be intended primarily to allow a long series of learned traditions and

other behavior in the way a successful group of social vertebrates has used a large area of De-

nali National Park to persist for however much longer might be possible under natural condi-

tions.

“There has never been much question that other wolves would quickly occupy a Toklat

vacancy. A pair and two surviving pups from just to the west are already beginning to occupy

much of the current vacancy. But what counts most from an ecological standpoint is to retain

the specific patterns of use that have developed over decades and would persist and/or con-

tinue to develop under natural conditions. Anything less would amount to converting the area

from a national park to a zoo, where the mere presence of animals becomes more important

than an underlying natural interplay of events and changes.

“From the standpoint of Denali’s famous wolf-viewing opportunities, as much or more

than anything else it is Toklat’s specific patterns of use of certain dens, travel routes, and hunt-

ing areas relative to the road corridor that have made these wolves so accessible. Other wolves

will reoccupy a vacancy but, for example, may use new denning areas that result in much less
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summer travel in the road corridor. The knowledge that the Toklat alpha male retains about this

group’s traditional denning areas amounts to proven odds for ensuring viewing opportunities.

Whatever might follow with recolonization amounts to a crapshoot.

“From a scientific standpoint, Toklat’s combined social and genetic continuity for more

than 40 years gives it world-class status as a source of research information about what makes

a successful vertebrate society tick. This continuity has now been reduced to a thread. None-

theless even this leaves a higher potential for important new insights than would research on a

new family lineage. Doing whatever possible to help the Toklat alpha male sustain any continu-

ity at all is of scientific merit if only because there are so few opportunities to learn anything

about a decades-old social group in the wild.”


